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    		X-PRO Eagle 40cc ATV with Chain Transmission, Pull start! Disc Brake! 6" Tires!
[ATV-Z04]	$599.95 $359.95
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		Displaying 1 to 10 (of 72 reviews)	Result Pages:  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  [Next >>] 


		Reviewer	Product Review
	JAMES W

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	04/04/2024
	Awesome atv has a lot of torque for a 40cc and runs great right out of the box. Shipping was super fast. Only down side is its a little loud sounds like a lawn mower.                                        
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	View Product


	Tanya W

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	01/25/2024
	Great for a beginner and will last a long time!!  Wish the pin for turndown throttle was a bit longer so we could turn down the speed just a little more. But other than that itâ€™s great.                                        


                     2 people found this helpful
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	View Product


	Jeremy F

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	01/17/2024
	Good little machine for young beginners

Heavy in the box and crate! Easy to instal. Had a few issues with cracked plastic upon arrival! Good machine for young beginner!                                        


                     1 people found this helpful
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	View Product


	bill V

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	01/05/2024
	Great Company!

Our grandson broke the pull-start assembly and within a couple days of contacting X-Pro, a new one arrived at my door, free of charge! This company definitely takes care of their customers. ðŸ˜Š                                        


                     3 people found this helpful
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	Scott L

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	01/01/2024
	As advertised, good beginner

Followed setup instructions and it started 2nd pull. The amount of fun little ones will get is well worth it the few hundred dollars. Setup took a bit but mainly because I was using the cheap enclosed tools. It was packed good in my opinion.                                        


                     2 people found this helpful
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	SheRee R

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/11/2023
	Easy go assemble, fired up on 3rd pull. Leaving this review in November. My son rides this for a few hours every weekend. If you are on the fence about buying an atv on powersportsmax, this has been a great selection for us and I'd do it again.                                        


                     6 people found this helpful
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	Shannon N

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/01/2023
	a very great quad for your kids.



Great product! We like everything about it.                                        


                     12 people found this helpful
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	michael N

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/27/2023
	Great little ATV!

Ordered this for our sonâ€™s birthday and he loves it! Took myself and our daughter about an hour - hour and a half to put together, weâ€™re not mechanics but didnâ€™t have any issues common sense took care of most of it and the video was helpful on any little parts we werenâ€™t sure of.

Arrived with a small break/crack in the front right fender but seems to be only cosmetic and doesnâ€™t bother anything. Iâ€™m happy thatâ€™s the only ding it took with being shipped from so far away.

Added oil and fuel and it fired up with 10-15 pulls the first time and only a couple pulls since then. (There is a fuel primer ball underneath near the pull start that I didnâ€™t notice the first time)

My sonâ€™s only minor complaint is that his leg gets hot after a few minutes, which to me is understandable as itâ€™s a gas atv and his only prior experience is with electric/battery rides. I did see in some other reviews that some folks were able to order a heat shield from the company - any idea on how I could do the same? Iâ€™ve searched for the piece individually but havenâ€™t had any luck yet, any help would be appreciated!

All in all, great product and quality for the price point! Thank you!                                        


                     6 people found this helpful
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	Ushimbra B

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/23/2023
	We like everything about it.                                        


                     11 people found this helpful
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	Maria L

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/22/2023
	Easy to put together. Instructions/assembly was simple. Pretty much plug and play. Fasten the wheels and tires on, put the storage racking on, fill the fluids and ready to go. I have my own tools and socket set which helped a lot but you can get by with whatâ€™s provided. Delivered really fast after ordering. The governor on it works great to make it go as slow as a typical kids power wheels or as fast as you want. My son has been bombing around the yard a lot and so far zero issues. So far so good!



Tips post ordering:



â€¢ Have a cinder or wood block or something similar to act as a lift makes it way easier to work on.



â€¢ only run high test gas 90 octane or higher similar to lawn mowers, small yard/equipment engines etc



â€¢ buy 10w-40 motor oil. Kit comes with a reusable oil can that measures out the exact amount to put in the machine but does NOT come with the oil.



â€¢ buy a small pack of zip ties for some cable management. Nothing wrong with the cables they come with a decent amount of slack which some can get close or even rub on the tires/shocks so i tightened up some of the slack to prevent it.                                        


                     12 people found this helpful
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	ATV-Z04
 Average Rating:
[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]

What customer said:
Awesome atv has a lot of torque for a 40cc and runs great right out of the box. Shipping was super fast. Only down side is its a little loud sounds li ..
Read all Reviews
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	[image: X-PRO Eagle 110cc ATV with Automatic Transmission, with Remote Control! Rear Rack!]
X-PRO Eagle 110cc ATV with Automatic Transmission, with Remote Control! Rear Rack!
$559.95 $799.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: DB-W026 Viper-E 150cc Dirt Bike with 5-Speed Manual Transmission, with Electric Start and Kick Start! 19"/16" Wheels!]
DB-W026 Viper-E 150cc Dirt Bike with 5-Speed Manual Transmission, with Electric Start and Kick Start! 19"/16" Wheels!
$929.95 $1,199.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: Hawk DLX 250 EFI Fuel Injection Motorcycle with 5-speed Manual Transmission and Electric/kick Start! Big 21"/18" Wheels! DOT Approved Street Legal! Free Shipping!]
Hawk DLX 250 EFI Fuel Injection Motorcycle with 5-speed Manual Transmission and Electric/kick Start! Big 21"/18" Wheels! DOT Approved Street Legal! Free Shipping!
$1,949.95 $2,299.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: MC-N021 125cc Ninja Motorcycle with Manual Transmission, Electric Start! 17" Wheels! Zongshen Brand Engine! Assembled In Crate!]
MC-N021 125cc Ninja Motorcycle with Manual Transmission, Electric Start! 17" Wheels! Zongshen Brand Engine! Assembled In Crate!
$1,299.95 $1,499.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: Hawk X 250 DOT Street Legal Enduro Dirt Bike with Balance Shaft Engine and Full DOT Light! 21"/18" Wheels, Free Shipping!]
Hawk X 250 DOT Street Legal Enduro Dirt Bike with Balance Shaft Engine and Full DOT Light! 21"/18" Wheels, Free Shipping!
$1,719.95 $1,899.00
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: MC-G054 200cc EFI DELUXE Scooter with CVT Automatic Transmission, 13" Alloy Wheels! LED Lights, Digital Speedometer, Side Boxes and Bigger Trunk!]
MC-G054 200cc EFI DELUXE Scooter with CVT Automatic Transmission, 13" Alloy Wheels! LED Lights, Digital Speedometer, Side Boxes and Bigger Trunk!
$1,449.95 $1,799.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO Panther 200 Sports ATV with Automatic Transmission with Reverse, LED Headlights, Big 23"/22" Tires!]
X-PRO Panther 200 Sports ATV with Automatic Transmission with Reverse, LED Headlights, Big 23"/22" Tires!
$1,299.95 $1,499.95
[image: Buy Now]
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